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Mapping Connecticut’s Economic 
Disparity by Race and Place 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, as Nick’s done with the Children’s Budget, acknowledging historical investments – such as high-quality public services, health care and education – contribute to overall levels of prosperity – compared to rest of US –  as well supporting one of the nation’s healthiest and most productive workforces in the nation, is to acknowledge that Connecticut is well-positioned to take the necessary steps to address the disparities we’re highlighting today.



Presentation Agenda 

► Connecticut’s Economic Recovery 

► Not all Boats are Rising with the Recovery’s Tide 

► New Resource: Mapping Disparity by Race and Place 

► Property Tax Reform  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a matter of organization…



► Private sector job rebound 
 

► Increases in labor force participation lead the 
nation 
 

► Longstanding investments contribute to overall 
levels of prosperity that compare well to the rest of 
the nation 
► Poverty rate: 10.8% (3rd lowest in U.S.) 
► Child poverty rate: 14.4% (6th lowest in U.S.) 
► Median Household Income: $70,048 (5th highest in U.S.) 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Economic Recovery… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A few highlights from the recovery, include: 



► All Individuals 
►Black poverty rate: 20.8%  
►Hispanic/Latino poverty rate: 26.5%  
►White poverty rate: 6.1%.  

 
► Children Under 18 

►Black child poverty rate: 30.5%  
►Hispanic/Latino child poverty rate: 33.5% 
►White child poverty rate: 5.6%  

 

 
Not all boats are rising with the recovery’s tide…  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But recent Voices analyses find that not all boats are rising with the recovery’s tide. For example, according to our annual release of the Census Bureau’s American Community Survey 1-year estimates, poverty rates for minority children are more than 5 times that of while children.



Workers of color in Connecticut can expect a median hourly 
wage that is, on average, $7.25 to $8 lower than that of white 
workers – a gap that’s grown since before the recession. 
 

 
 
 

 

 
Not all boats are rising with the recovery’s tide…  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And our annual State of Working CT Report found that (read slide):



Not all boats are rising with the recovery’s tide…  

Unemployment rates for blacks exceeds that of whites by 
nearly 8 percentage points - a gaps that’s grown since 
before the recession.  



NEW RESOURCE: Mapping Disparity by Race and Place 

NEW!  
 

Mapping Disparities by Race and Place 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a follow up to our findings, we wanted to further explore further the economic segregation across town lines that inhibits mobility, which, ultimately, acts as a detriment not only to the pursuit of equal opportunity for children in these communities, but to the state’s future workforce and economic success. Our interactive maps allow users to do just that, by comparing most recent Census data on income, poverty, educational attainment, and housing characteristics of all 169 Connecticut towns. 



Mapping Disparity by Place – Child Poverty 
In Hartford, nearly 1/2 of the city’s children live in poverty.  
That is three times the state child poverty rate of 14.8 percent 
and 25 times more than some of the state’s wealthiest towns. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When reading these maps…in this map on child poverty rates, for example, red is above the state child poverty rate (which is based on the latest 1-year estimates). So those cities that are shaded light pink or light blue have child poverty rates closer to the state rate of 14.8%, while darker shades represent rates much higher or lower than the state rate. Hartford, for example, has a child poverty rate that’s three times the state rate. Nearly half of the children in Hartford are in poverty, 25 times more than the state’s wealthiest towns..FOOTNOTE:To obtain large enough samples to analyze small populations across the state, 5-year estimates are collected over 60 months, from January 1, 2010 through December 31, 2014. Data should be referred to as 2010-2014 data, not by release date, i.e., 2015 data. Statewide indicators rely on 1-year estimates. Our ‘Mapping Disparity by Race and Place’ maps will include margins of error (MOE) when applicable. Margins of error define the range of values in which the sample statistics differ from the actual population with a level of confidence of 90% (confidence interval). For example, we can say with 90% accuracy that a poverty rate of 10% with a margin of error of +/-2 falls between a confidence range of 8 and 12%. Confidence ranges are presented in the Disparity by Race maps.



Mapping Disparity by Place – Median Household Income 
Generally, larger cities are those with higher levels of 
unemployment, lower median household incomes and the 
highest rates of poverty and child poverty  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No surprise that poverty, income unemployment maps look the same, but what was interesting to me is the extreme variations in the child poverty rate from the state rate, represented in the previous map by darker reds and blues (SWITCH BACK), to the lighter shades, indicating less extreme variations from the state’s median household income of just over $70,000. IF WE GET TIME TO SHOW MAP (I’D LIKE TO)Not surprisingly, the towns with a greater share of adults over the age of 25 without a high- school diploma are the same towns that exhibit high levels of poverty and higher rates of unemployment Less intuitive, however, is the lack of a clear relationship between high-poverty towns and towns where rent equals more than 35 percent of household income. Among towns with the widest income gaps, half are among towns with the highest median household income.



Mapping Disparity by Race 

Where populations are large enough for accurate measures, 
differential poverty rates are shown by race and ethnicity using 
proportional dots – the larger the dot, the greater the difference in 
rates in the Disparity by Race map. 
  
 



Mapping Disparity by Race 

5 towns with the greatest difference between black and white poverty 
rates: West Hartford, Middletown, Stamford, Waterbury and Meriden.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve excluded towns with extremely large margins of error, leaving us with 16 towns total. In these remaining towns, even adjusting for margins of error, enormous disparities exist, such as in Stamford, for example, where black poverty is 20.3% and ranges from 16 to 24.6% and white poverty is 4.1, and ranges from 3.4 to 4.8%



Conclusions 

► Economic segregation inhibits mobility – a detriment 
not only to the pursuit of equal opportunity for children 
in these communities, but to the state’s future 
workforce and economic success as well. 
 

► Two children who live just blocks away from one 
another often have widely divergent levels of 
opportunity.  
 

► High housing costs and a state and local tax system 
that calls on the wealthiest to pay a smaller share of 
their income than everyone else are barriers for many 
who struggle to make ends meet,  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is well known that in Connecticut, two children who live just blocks away from one another often have widely divergent levels of opportunity. Educational resources and public services vary significantly. And for many who struggle to make ends meet, economic segregation, high housing costs and a regressive property tax system are real barriers. 



Property Tax Reform 

3 property tax reforms to reduce the 
enormous gaps and ensure all children in all 
places are provided an equal opportunity to 

succeed. 
 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fortunately, Connecticut is well equipped to tackle the challenges described here. And as the state’s economy begins to pick up steam, ensuring shared prosperity requires state investment, as Nick pointed out, in high-quality education for all children, from cradle to career, stronger tax credits for low-income working families, and of course, property tax reform to address the geographic resource disparities that threaten school quality and other local services.  The maps presented today are a way to further the discussion on property tax reform.Boudreaux, Carolyn. Georgia State University, Andrew Young School, Center for State and Local Finance. Presentation to Connecticut State Tax Panel: Connecticut’s Fiscal Comparison. September 2015. Retrieved from: https://www.cga.ct.gov/fin/taskforce.asp?TF=20140929_State%20Tax%20PanelBell, Michael. Presentation to State Tax Panel. Replacing the Education Component of the Local Property Tax with a A Statewide Property Tax. Discussion Document. December 2015. Retrieved from: https://www.cga.ct.gov/fin/tfs/20140929_State%20Tax%20Panel/20151208/State%20Proprety%20Tax%20Role%20CT%20%20meb%2012-3-15.pdfBlueprint for Impact. The Economic Impact of Connecticut’s Nonprofits. Retrieved from: http://www.blueprintimpact.com/economic-impact-connecticuts-nonprofits/



Property Tax Reform 

► Create a Low-Income Circuit Breaker 
 

►The property tax circuit breaker reduces the tax liability, via 
a rebate, when property tax payments reach a certain 
percentage of family income. 

 
►Over 34% of Connecticut homeowners now pay more than 

30% of their income on housing. 
 

►Among states, Connecticut has the 6th largest share of 
residents whose rent amounts to more than half their 
income. (28.5%). 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The property tax circuit breaker reduces the tax liability, via a rebate, when property tax payments reach a certain percentage of family income. This would be a welcome relief for the 1/3rd of homeowners paying more than 30% of their income on housing, and the 1/3rd of renters paying more than half of their income on rent. 



Property Tax Reform 

► Enact a Statewide Property Tax 
 
►Disparity among towns’ capacity to raise revenue results in 

huge gaps in school spending between, ranging from 
$12,444 in Woodstock to $30,342 in Cornwall – a 
difference of $17,898 per student.   
 

►Proposal would equalize school funding and bring 
progressivity to property taxes.  
 

► In towns with low- to moderate incomes, property taxes 
would go down an average of $207; residents of the 
wealthiest communities would see an average increase of 
$597 (Bell, 2015). 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presented as a “discussion document” to the Panel, and not included in its recommendations, the proposal calls for the share of local property tax revenue now used to fund education (approximately 60%) to be collected by the state instead of municipalities, and distributed in a way that equalizes school funding



Property Tax Reform 

► Re-structure state grant policies to relieve 
pressure on the property tax and to reduce 
fiscal disparities: 
 
►Strengthen Payments in Lieu of Taxes (PILOT):  

► PILOT grants alleviate fiscal inequities by compensating 
municipalities for property tax revenues lost due tax-
exempt property 

 
► PILOT grants have long been underfunded – 

municipalities collectively lose more than $500 million per 
year in foregone revenue 

 
► The two cities with the most foregone revenue (Hartford 

and New Haven, collectively losing more than $170 
million annually) are among the state’s poorest and most 
economically segregated cities (Blueprint for Impact). 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although addressing the magnitude and design of state grants to local governments was beyond the scope of the State Tax Panel’s work, they did acknowledge significant differences in property tax capacity of municipalities. Such as, strengthening PILOT program…



Questions 

Derek Thomas 
Fiscal Policy Fellow 

Connecticut Voices for Children 
dthomas@ctvoices.org 

203.498.4240 x114 

Nick Defiesta 
Associate Fiscal Policy Fellow 

Connecticut Voices for Children 
ndefiesta@ctvoices.org 

203.498.4240 x118 
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